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14 of 14 review helpful Ragnar returns By N Skinner It was with great excitement that I ordered the Second Omnibus 
and I quickly reread the Space Wolf Omnibus Spacewolf Ragnar s Claw Grey Hunter Warhammer 40 000 to refresh 
myself The Second Omnibus keeps the pace story and flow of the First Omnibus and keeps going strong It was a book 
that I was hard pressed to put down each night Ragnar has definitely grow These three classic SF stories follow the 
adventures of Ragnar the Space Wolf from his recruitment by the Space Marines on the savage world of Fenris to his 
aventures amongst the stars Whether Ragnar and his friends are fighting orks mutants or the foul forces of Chaos 
adventure is never far behind About the Author William King was born in Stranraer Scotland in 1959 His short stories 
have appeared in The Year iquest s Best SF Zenith White Dwarf and Interzone He is the author of the much loved 
Gotrek Felix adventures and the Space Wolf novels He cu 
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